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Working with our partners in the UK’s
high-performance technology and
motorsport cluster, located in and around
Silverstone Park, we will create a global
destination for engineering, innovation
and business development.
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MEPC has revealed the stunning
future vision for Silverstone Park
before an audience of senior figures...

With record sales, cutting edge design
and the perfect location in Silverstone
Park, the future has never looked rosier
for the racing red of Ducati UK...

Chairman of the British Racing Drivers
Club that owns Silverstone Circuit,
has spoken highly of MEPC’s
redevelopment plans...

Silverstone Park-based company
Flybrid Automotive is on a roll at the
moment thanks to its pioneering
flywheel KERS hybrid technology...

Find out more

Find out more

Find out more

Find out more
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OFFICES

CONTACT DETAILS

Virtual tenancy and serviced office space available now in
Silverstone Park’s Innovation Centre designed to accommodate
businesses between 1-20 people on flexible terms.
Visit our website for further details.
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www.silverstone-park.com

01327 856000

WORKSHOPS AND STORAGE UNITS
New, flexible accommodation at MEPC Silverstone Park.
Now part of MEPC’s 2.4million sq ft development.
Visit our website for further details, or contact
James Watson at DTRE on 020 3328 9080.
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As well as this there are a number of exciting conversations
taking place with companies looking to develop and grow
their businesses at Silverstone Park, and the purchase of the
Jordan units means that MEPC can now offer industrial units
of 5,000 sq ft plus to let as well as small serviced office units
in Silverstone Park Innovation Centre.
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ROZ BIRD
COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR

If you would like to find out more please visit our website: www.silverstone-park.com
				
or follow us

CONTACT DETAILS
BACK

MEPC at Silverstone Park is developing a high quality
environment to impress clients and motivate staff. During
the last three months MEPC has made good progress meeting
with companies on the Park, setting up a social committee
including football, a quiz night and boot camp; upgrading
the landscape, paths and signage and launching the new
Silverstone Park brand at the Grand Prix Business Expo.

01327 856000

@SilverstonePark
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MEPC has revealed the stunning
future vision for Silverstone Park
before an audience of senior figures
from the high-performance engineering,
automotive and motorsport sectors
inside Silverstone Circuit in the week
leading up to the British Formula 1
Grand Prix.

Here are some targets already achieved
in just the first 10 months:

A series of computer generated images
(CGIs) and a high-impact ‘From Here
We Change The World’ film formed part
of a headline-grabbing presentation
during the Local Enterprise Partnerships’
influential Business Expo event.

•£
 13m committed to upgrade utilities
(gas, water, electricity) as part of
on-going infrastructure works in
preparation for construction activity

MEPC acquired a 999-year interest in
Silverstone Park from the British Racing
Drivers Club in September 2013 and
has 2.4 million sq ft of planning consent
to transform the estate into one of
the world’s leading centres for the
high-performance technology and
motorsport (HPT&M) industries.

•C
 reation of accommodation to let
with the successful purchase of Jordan
Technology Park
•R
 efurbishment of serviced offices at
Silverstone Park Innovation Centre

•M
 ajor landscaping works to enhance
the quality of the park environment
in order to motivate staff and impress
clients – including new arrival
experience and very visible on and
off-site signage
• S trategic marketing exercise to
reach out to thousands of HPT&M
companies and create the new
Silverstone Park brand and full suite
of marketing materials including
video and brand brochure

REDEFINING CUTTING EDGE

•D
 ynamic new website
www.silverstone-park.com
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•D
 evelopment of business-to-business
networking and setting up of a social
committee organising regular events

MEPC ACQUIRES
JORDAN UNITS

• Launch of unique business competition
for new companies – judges include
leading figures from F1, banking,
local authority, motorsport industry
and education.
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Silverstone Park Commercial Director Roz Bird commented:
Our new Silverstone Park brand, launched at the Business Expo, is about
Silverstone Park being part of the high-performance technology and motorsport
cluster by providing an inspirational vision of the future, creating a high
quality environment to impress clients and motivate staff and promoting
this exceptional opportunity on the world stage to meet and exceed our
community’s expectations.
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With record sales, cutting edge design and the
perfect location in Silverstone Park, the future has
never looked rosier for the racing red of Ducati UK.
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The company went into 2014 off the back of its best
sales figures for 15 years thanks to the introduction
of the make’s sensational Panigale 899 model and
is now enjoying a very healthy 6.5% share of the
high-performance over-500cc market.
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Ducati UK Managing Director Tim Maccabee explains:
“The market in the late-90s was bigger and 70 per
cent of bikes were sports bikes but the landscape
has changed massively since then. We believe we
have also changed the perception of Ducati in a
positive way by consistently focusing on improving
the brand image.
“We are now approaching the levels we had in the
late 90s when the market was twice the size and our
market share has never been higher. It all comes back
to the brand identity which is very important to us,
plus it all ties in very nicely with why we felt it was
a good move to come to Silverstone in 2011.”

CLICK IT, READ IT, USE IT

NUTS AND BOLTS OF IT

All this in a year which marks two hugely important
20th anniversaries – the birth of the 916 model and
also Briton Carl Fogarty’s first World Superbike title
(on a 916).

a state-of-the-art workshop to fettle its UK press
fleet of bikes. It’s not unknown for a number of top
Formula 1 stars to ‘borrow’ a machine and avoid the
rush on British Grand Prix week!
Maccabee says Silverstone makes for the ideal home
for an automotive brand that prides itself on a rich
sporting heritage and passionate following.

While Ducati was formed in 1926 (by two brothers in
Bologna, Italy) it wasn’t until 2000 that Ducati UK was
formed and not until 2010 that its British arm moved
its head office to Silverstone.

He continues: “When it comes to the growth of
a company we very much believe in the saying
‘anything that reflects the brand affects the brand’.
As a premium sporting automotive brand why
wouldn’t you want to be at the home of British
motorsport? Furthermore it’s nice for many reasons
that we are being supported by the development
that MEPC is doing on upgrading Silverstone Park.

Its smart two-storey building is the nerve centre for
sales and marketing, PR, rider apparel, financing,
UK racing activity and dealer network training and
roadshow logistics nationwide. It is also where its
own thriving Tri-Options Cup race series for its
Panigale model is administered – this now a popular
feature of British Superbike race events.

“I would say Silverstone was already the circuit with
the best standards of facilities, but MEPC are coming
in and working on the right things. From the tenants
they are bringing in and the development they are
working on, it all points to high quality which will only
add to that general perception and feel that reflects
well on the brand being here.”

Meanwhile it is estimated that close to 19,000 Ducati’s
are on the UK’s roads with 2,500 being imported each
year. It is Ducati’s Silverstone HQ that welcomes the
first batch of each new model – it also houses

He adds: “It’s intangible in terms of feel good factor.
When we run a training course for dealership sales
people, for example, they’re already getting excited
when they drive up the main drive to Silverstone.

01327 856000

That wasn’t the case at our previous building – some
very anonymous offices about 15 miles away which
would be nice for a company selling photocopiers or
insurance products. We’re about stirring the soul.
It’s why we are here.”
Indeed, if one was to cut through a Ducati with a
knife the word ‘Ducati’ would – like a stick of seaside
rock – likely be found running through it. Bear in mind
that red – the racing colour of arguably the most
passionate motoring nation in the world, Italy –
is Ducati’s chosen colour.
Asked to name Ducati’s unique selling point,
Maccabee’s reply is instant: “When you open your
garage and you see a Ducati in there customers
tell us it makes them smile more than any other
brand. There’s handling, there’s lightweight, there’s
performance, there’s the beautiful design and all those
things go together to make the bike special. People
want motorcycles that make them feel good and that’s
what Ducati’s do.”

When it comes to the growth of a company
we very much believe in the saying ‘anything that
reflects the brand affects the brand’. As a premium
sporting automotive brand why wouldn’t you want
to be at the home of British motorsport?
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John Grant, Chairman of the British Racing Drivers Club that owns Silverstone Circuit, has spoken highly of
MEPC’s redevelopment of the neighbouring Silverstone Park business estate since acquiring it from the BRDC.
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Since taking over Silverstone Park in September
2013, MEPC has rapidly set about transforming the
site as part of its vision to create one of the world’s
leading centres for high-performance technology and
motorsport companies. It has planning consent for
2.4 million sq ft and recently purchased 85,000 sq ft
of industrial and workshop accommodation which
was on the perimeter of the estate and now provides
MEPC with some much needed accommodation to
let with units from 5,000 sq ft.
Grant commented: “We are seeing earth being
moved, buildings starting to be built, the whole place
being rebranded. It is just the start and we believe
there is a lot to look forward to in the future.”
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MEPC’s planned 10-year redevelopment of
Silverstone Park will bring massive employment
opportunities and wealth to the region’s economy
– on top of that already being generated by the
circuit’s racing, testing and conferencing activities.
And Grant enthused: “The development of the
business park will immediately create jobs in
construction and in building the infrastructure.
But longer term we will have companies based here,
some of which may start off as embryonic businesses
and grow into larger businesses, creating their own
employment prospects.
“Certainly the local authorities we work with are
very excited about the prosperity and opportunities

this will bring to the region, plus there are the
educational establishments that are already set
up here – the National College for Motorsport
and the University Technology Centre (UTC). So
the combination of education, high-performance
technology, entertainment, the practical experience
and the big visitor attractions we have here makes
for a powerful economic magnet for the area.”
He added: “It really is about a long established brand
– globally recognised, top quality, high technology,
excitement… Silverstone is an iconic brand that
brings all these things together. It’s unique in the UK
and I believe compares favourably with any similar
facility anywhere else in the world.”
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NEW BRAND ICON ADDS
WOW FACTOR FOR VISITORS
Silverstone Park’s new brand icon – revealed in June – now enjoys a
very visible ‘front of house’ presence with prominent inclusion in fresh
bold signage across the estate.

BIG CHANCE FOR
SMALL COMPANIES

‘Totem pole’ signs – lit by night – have been installed by the vehicle entrances
to both the Innovation Centre and roundabout leading to the recently acquired
Buckingham Road (nee Jordan) technology units.

REDEFINING CUTTING EDGE

The logo now features heavily throughout the re-branded Innovation Centre
as well.

NUTS AND BOLTS OF IT

Contractors have also completed work to enhance the Innovation Centre’s main
entrance and car park.

MEPC ACQUIRES
JORDAN UNITS

Silverstone Park Commercial Director Roz Bird commented: “Our new brand logo
looks even more fantastic and inspirational in the flesh and will have a real wow
factor for visitors.

DRIVEN TO PERFECTION

“We want people to feel like they’ve arrived somewhere special, be impressed by
the signage and the welcome and find the building they are visiting easily. Also for
the workforce to feel their workplace is somewhere special – all of which should be
commensurate with the Silverstone brand and heritage of the circuit.”
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Silverstone Park Commercial Director Roz Bird says a series of social
events for the estate’s workforce has exceeded expectations in terms
of turn-out and feedback.
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There was a packed house for a
companies’ quiz night (won incidentally
by the British Racing Drivers Club!)
while a keep fit boot camp – run by an
ex-Army and Parachute Regiment fitness
instructor – is also rapidly growing in
popularity to add to five-a-side football
sessions and business to business
networking events.
Roz commented: “We’ve had excellent
turn-outs every time – every table at
the quiz night was full – and it has
immediately exceeded expectations.
“We (Silverstone Park owner MEPC)
know from experience at other parks
that it’s important to get people involved
in a variety of activities but what’s been
nice here is that occupiers have been
quick to pick up on the benefits
of getting involved and participating
and their feedback to us is that they
are really enjoying it.
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“We have more B2B networking events
coming up, there’ll be more quiz nights,
a summer BBQ and a business conference
in December to name just some of the
things we have planned for the future.
We’ve also now had our first senior
team lunch – a round the table discussion
involving half a dozen or more companies
based on the estate – which proved an
immediate hit.
“Importantly we are led by a social
committee which is made up of a cross
section of companies on the site who
are able to tell us what their staff want.
It’s about engineering serendipity.
People socialise, meet each other,
chat, feel more at ease with one
another and that inevitably leads
to business opportunities.”
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Apart from recently selling for £26 million to Torotrak
plc, Silverstone Park-based company Flybrid Automotive
is on something of a 60,000rpm roll at the moment
thanks to its pioneering flywheel KERS hybrid technology
– not bad for an idea conceived over a pint down the
pub just seven years ago.
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It was late 2006 and founders Jon Hilton and Doug
Cross – then Technical Director and Design Manager of
Renault’s Formula 1 engines – had just won back to back
F1 world titles with the French team and driver Fernando
Alonso. Within days they were made redundant, but
already they had an ace card up their sleeves.
“The FIA were going to allow kinetic energy recovery
systems into F1 and we’d been asked to do some
research on it,” recalls Jon.
“Our boss Flavio Briatore said he was going to get it
banned and after winning the F1 title on the Sunday
we found ourselves out the door on the Friday and
down the pub with our redundancy cheques thinking
‘what shall we do now?’ But we had this knowledge
and decided to make a go of it…”
Silverstone Park’s Innovation Centre – an ideal base for
small new companies with big ideas – became home
but even Hilton admits to being surprised just how
quickly Flybrid took off.
He recalls: “It was just Doug and I and one paid
employee in a serviced 500 sq ft office. We started
with Newtons Laws and first principle physics for every
single component and also wrote all our own code
for simulating how systems work to how much fuel is
being saved in a car or a bus.
“The start date was 2 January 2007 and by Christmas
that year we were testing on a dyno – by March 2008
we’d landed a big contract with Jaguar-Land Rover and
by July had moved into our current 7,000 sq ft premises.

01327 856000

“In winter 2008 we saw product finally in a vehicle
and since then it’s snowballed. In our fourth year of
trading 100 per cent of our sales was export – we now
have UK customers but we’ve done business around
the world in China and the USA which did surprise me
to start with.”
Jon confesses that being in the right place at the
right time played a crucial role in the outcome…
“I thought we’d be in motorsport – F1, World Rallying
or Endurance – and maybe in year three road cars. But
at the end of year one – December 2007 – the EU passed
CO2 emissions regulations on road cars. We had a
working solution so the industry came looking for us.
“We’re now 23 people at Silverstone Park. We’ve
designed, developed and built 12 systems for different
vehicles from cars, buses and trucks working with
companies such as Volvo, Jaguar, the Wright Bus group
and JCB excavators, plus are now owned by the Torotrak
group which has 80 or so engineers. Our business plan
for the coming year includes more than half of Torotrak’s
workforce working on hybrid systems.”
It is a truly remarkable success story with Flybrid now
regarded as one of the leaders in mechanical hybrids
in the world. In its field it also has 55 patents pending
globally for specialised transmissions flywheel safety,
containment mechanisms, vacuum sealing technology
and a method of lubrication which allows KERS
components to survive incredibly high speeds.

Bear in mind some systems can measure just eight
inches in diameter yet activity inside reaches
60,000rpm – that’s more than four times faster than
a current Formula 1 engine revs.
“The system is all about saving fuel and improving
performance,” adds Hilton.
“If you can down-size an engine but bring
performance levels back up by using our system while
still only using the fuel of the down-sized engine…
Volvo are saying this combination can offer 25% fuel
savings in a road car application.”
Flybrid’s meteoric success has left the competition in a
spin and there are only plans to expand for the future.
Hilton concludes: “Torotrak want to achieve
a 10% penetration of the world vehicle market by
2025 with our various technologies. If there’s one
thing that has surprised me it’s that there haven’t
been any particular gains in cost reduction in the
vehicle battery market in something like seven and a
half years of development. That makes a mechanical
hybrid, with no batteries at all, even more competitive
now than the day we started.”

We started with Newtons Laws and first
principle physics for every single component and
also wrote all our own code for simulating how
systems work to how much fuel is being saved
in a car or a bus.
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The launch coincided with a fresh brand identity
for Silverstone Park and by using up-to-date digital
technologies the site fits perfectly with estate owner
MEPC’s fast-moving, high-tech project.
Nicola Tiffany, Client Services Director for HMA
Digital Marketing which is behind the website
commented:
“This website provides a new and exciting platform
for MEPC to present its vision for Silverstone Park
to the world. The purpose of the website is multifaceted, from positioning Silverstone Park in the
heart of the high-performance technology cluster
to lead generation and customer engagement.
“The design utilises the new visual identity
and brand style to exploit the fantastic content
generated by the marketing team and occupiers
and the user journey is designed to be informative,
engaging and intuitive.
“A website to attract high-performance businesses
does of course have to make use of some of the
emerging web trends available including HTML5
techniques such as Canvas and the latest Javascript
APIs to provide smooth transitions cross-platform.”
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Silverstone Park has launched a dynamic
new-look website designed to further
showcase the business estate as a global
destination for the high-performance
technology and motorsport industries.
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FOR SMALL COMPANIES

High-performance technology business estate Silverstone Park has launched a new competition for small companies which will provide the
winning entries with both a golden opportunity to expand as well as the kudos of an exclusive address on the doorstep of British Formula 1
Grand Prix circuit Silverstone.
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Silverstone Park Business Competition is aimed at
small companies with high growth potential from any
industry. An online application process is already live –
on the new-look www.silverstone-park.com website
– with the deadline for entries on 31 August 2014.
Entries from across the UK and overseas will
be eligible.
The competition is managed by renowned business
park developer MEPC which in September 2013
acquired Silverstone Park and is now embarking on
a 10-year, multi-million pound project to transform
the estate into one of the world’s leading clusters
for the high-performance technology and motorsport
industries.

BIG CHANCE FOR
SMALL COMPANIES

Four winners will be selected by a panel of business
experts and each will each receive:
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• A ‘hot desk’ licence in the Silverstone Park
Innovation Centre (with a Silverstone Park address)

NUTS AND BOLTS OF IT

• A business mentor for six months (who will work
with each company on any public support, finance,
presentation and networking opportunities)

MEPC ACQUIRES
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• £1000 to spend on professional services provided
through the Silverstone Business Forum
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• Free access to meeting rooms in the Silverstone Park
Innovation Centre

CONTACT DETAILS

• Access to superfast broadbrand in the Innovation
Centre
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Silverstone Park Commercial Director Roz Bird
commented:
“The Silverstone Park Innovation Centre really is a
place where small companies including start-ups can
receive the support they need to grow their business.
“Firstly there’s a fully serviced office set-up including
parking, reception, photocopying, superfast
broadband, excellent arrival experience and a fulltime team on site. It also provides excellent thinking
space but the benefits are far wider reaching – the
successful candidates will also benefit from the B2B
community we are developing plus one-to-one
business support and mentoring to help them both
improve their strategies and present ideas to potential
customers and partners.”
Roz says she is keen for all types of small companies
across a diverse range of skills to enter the competition.
She added: “The winning companies are going to
be a part of Silverstone Park’s future. Right now they
could be a small company, a start-up, someone with
an interesting idea for their existing business or an
individual working out of their bedroom. Indeed
one of the questions we are asking candidates on
the application form is to say why they believe a
Silverstone Park address will benefit their company.
“Ultimately we want to see the big HPT players,
automotive manufacturers, motorsport teams and
other blue chip companies coming into a networking
event with our smaller companies and everyone

getting really excited about what everyone else
is doing, sparking ideas off each other and that
being the catalyst for more business activity and
encouraging economic growth.”
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Satellites in space, atomic energy plants, super jumbo airliners,
Formula 1, medical endoscopes – it’s all in a day’s work for specialist
electro-discharge machining company EDM Precision Technologies
in its Silverstone Park workshops.
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This is achieved by highly skilled operators using
14 of the most advanced wire and spark erosion
machines – each capable of meeting the microscopic
tolerances demanded by manufacturers and race
teams. Significantly the majority of those machines
are Mitsubishi and internal spark temperatures when
cutting components are estimated at 8,000-12,000
Degrees Celsius!
Some components can be half a ton in weight, others
just a few millimetres in size. 3D cavities, holes in hard
alloys as small as 0.3mm and cutting sharp corners
with a 0.1mm internal radius are all part of a black art
that EDM has perfected.
F1, which EDM Managing Director Paul Waldron describes
as “product design at warp factor 10,” certainly makes
up a large percentage of the company’s output.
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Specialist because EDM is one of only a handful of
companies in the UK capable of machining components
made with ultra-hard conductive materials such as
hardened exotic steel alloys to such exceptionally high
levels of precision – to five microns to be precise
(a human hair is 75 microns).

He comments: “Innovation and product design is in every
business but in F1 it is incredibly fast and is continuous
week after week after week. The F1 teams therefore
need a really good supply chain and we’re proud to
be a key part of that. It’s prestigious to be in it but not
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everybody can do it. You have to have a business model
that can support the demands of someone like an F1 team.”
And he adds: “The tolerances and specifications now
written by F1 teams are as tight as you will ever get in
any industry – they have ever more complex software
for their designs and that then gets passed on to us to
manufacture. Because of the very tight packaging on
F1 cars it’s quite often that the shapes are not regular
either which suits EDM.”
EDM’s machines often work through the night and it
is this ability to deliver the exceptional levels of quality
at tremendous speed for a world as demanding as F1
that puts the company in pole position when it comes
to supplying other industries.
Waldron explains: “Other industries are generally not
as demanding as F1 so when they make a request
or put in an order they are astonished when we’re
able to respond in a couple of hours and then
deliver in a couple of weeks. It opens up tremendous
opportunities for us.”

Innovation and product design is in every
business but in F1 it is incredibly fast and is continuous
week after week after week. The F1 teams therefore
need a really good supply chain and we’re proud to
be a key part of that. It’s prestigious to be in it but
not everybody can do it.

Atomic energy is another industry which has become
more significant at EDM after it was appointed to
supply a range of parts for a new reactor at the UK’s
fusion research centre at Culham.
“There are some very interesting materials being
used,” adds Waldron. “If parts are in a nuclear reactor
you don’t want them to move or flex – what we call
‘stable’. Machining these parts with precision and
retaining that stability within the material is something
we are able to do. Some of these components are
very large and need lifting equipment to get them
onto machines and at the other end of the scale
we’ve recently been involved in the development of
some really tiny pieces of work – for example to fit
onto endoscopes which when joined can articulate
to remove obstructions inside the human body during
medical operations.”
Formed in 1992, EDM’s future has never looked
healthier, although its output means it probably has
to pay the biggest electricity bill of any company at
Silverstone Park!
Waldron concludes: “We’ve worked hard to get a good
reputation and it is massively important to us, as all our
work comes from referrals.
We are delighted that we can stay busy by working for
a variety of high-performance industries and being at
Silverstone only reinforces that.”
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At the helm is Jim Harrod who, having worked his
way from a workshop floor in a Ford dealership to
become chief mechanic for three F1 teams, is a truly
inspirational principal for any 16 to 23-year-old
looking for a career in a motorsport paddock
or pit lane.

“Our focus is race car preparation – the race
mechanics bit as opposed to engineering and
design,” comments Harrod.
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Settle down for a spot of Formula 1 or British
Touring Cars on prime time TV on a Sunday
afternoon and there’s a strong likelihood that
many of the unsung heroes in the background
– race teams’ mechanics – have come out of
the Silverstone Park-based National College
for Motorsport.

Since moving to Silverstone in 2004 it is estimated
that more than 600 students have been taught the
art of stripping, re-building, repairing and wiring
racing cars in NCM’s workshops which simulate
the immaculate surroundings of a professional
race team.
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“We take on 60 new students every September
with 20 or so progressing to the next level each
year – it means we have up to 80 students here
at various levels in any one academic year.
“Other colleges offer motorsport mechanic courses
but it is the apprenticeships that makes us quite
unique – hardly anyone else does that.”
It is perhaps why the College enjoys a much
higher than average success rate of students being
accepted by race teams and companies – they
know they are taking junior mechanics who not
only have the qualifications but real-life experience
of a race team environment and the associated
pressures of a real race weekend.

Harrod continues: “The majority of our
apprenticeship students will start at national level
motorsport. Some of our former students are now
getting into F1, WEC or World Rally which is great
to see. It really shows the model works and is
inspirational for all our staff and new students.”
It’s clear, too, that the College is far from resting on
its laurels with one eye very definitely on the future
and expansion.
Harrod concludes: “We’ve got huge plans and are
looking at introducing manufacturing, composites,
machining – those sorts of areas. After speaking to
F1 teams in the region they have some huge skills
gaps and we want to work towards filling those.”
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MEPC ACQUIRES JORDAN UNITS AS PART OF SILVERSTONE PARK
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MEPC has added an 82,500 sq ft speculative industrial and high-tech unit scheme to its estate at Silverstone Park through the acquisition of the
Jordan Technology Park from former Formula 1 team boss and BBC F1 presenter Eddie Jordan.
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The 15 units, which are suited to
companies in the high-performance
engineering, manufacturing and
technology sectors range in size
from 4,900 to almost 12,000 sq ft
in size and are available for
immediate occupation.
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MEPC has invested in securing these
units to provide much needed stock
of space to meet the demand which
MEPC has identified since acquiring
the land and buildings surrounding
the iconic Silverstone track which is
the home of British motorsport.
MEPC Chief Executive James Dipple
commented: “The Jordan units

provide another very valuable asset
to Silverstone Park. They are new,
extremely well built and are very
versatile. The fact that we already
have a lot of interest illustrates that
people are rightly very excited about
the new business cycle and these
units really provide an opportunity
for growing companies.
“They are ideal for precision engineering
companies and race teams – therefore
the time is absolutely right for those
looking to expand and take advantage
of the whole buzz surrounding the
new Silverstone Park development
to come and talk to us.”
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Even by Porsche’s trend-setting standards, its Experience Centre
located at Silverstone Park truly has set the blueprint for others
to follow on a global scale.

EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS
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The facility, which focuses on driving skills development for Porsche customers,
is regarded as one of the best of its kind on the planet.

CLICK IT, READ IT, USE IT

Its setting – right next to Silverstone’s Formula 1 Grand Prix circuit, by the famous
Becketts and Hangar Straight sections of the track – befits perfectly one of Motoring’s
most legendary names.

BIG CHANCE FOR
SMALL COMPANIES

REDEFINING CUTTING EDGE

Experience Centre Manager Gill Kerr explains: “The right location is very important
to Porsche and Silverstone, the home of British motorsport, provides that for us…
We are also located within two hours of 70% of our UK customer base.”

NUTS AND BOLTS OF IT

The breathtaking lay-out incorporates five different types of track – handling, ice
hill, kick-plate, low friction and off-road – that puts cars and their drivers through
their paces.
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Latest expansion works will effectively double the Experience in size with the
addition of a 300 metre straight and a dynamics area for, respectively, accelerating
and braking and technical demonstrations.

DRIVEN TO PERFECTION

The scale of the project – over 40 acres – is mighty. It is also one of only two such
facilities – bespoke built by a manufacturer for its customers – in the UK and, with
the exception of Porsche Leipzig, the only Porsche example presently in existence.
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Porsche’s cars are renowned for being among the most powerful, high-performance
and technically advanced in the world – think Boxster, Cayman, 911, Cayenne,
Panamera and the recently-launched Macan. But forget images of cars in a tyre
smoking, sideways, opposite lock drift here.
01327 856000

Kerr explains: “We are not a race track – the different track types we have are
deliberately designed for owners and enthusiasts to really understand the Porsche
they have purchased or are looking to purchase while developing driving techniques
which will add to the exhilaration but without compromising on safety.”
It almost goes without saying that guests are treated to more than just a driving
experience during their visit – this is a company that does not do things in half
measures… Firstly the main Experience Centre building is home to a lobby
displaying an exquisite range of road and race cars from Porsche’s enviable
heritage including a beautifully restored 1955 Porsche Spyder. Meanwhile cordon
bleu chefs prepare breakfast and lunch in plush hospitality areas and high-tech,
specially lit atriums and meeting rooms provide the perfect environment for
debriefs and additional tuition as well as corporate events.
Kerr adds: “Our team of Driving Consultants are among the most highly qualified
in the country. Each comes from a motorsport or performance driving background
and possesses advanced driving instruction and coaching qualifications. While
they are all quick drivers, people skills – the ability to coach – is essential.”
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